This publication contains the papers read at the conference “Early Twentieth-Century Brass Idioms: Art, Jazz, and Other Popular Traditions” held at the Institute of Jazz Studies of Rutgers University on 4-5 November 2005. The conference was organized by the Historic Brass Society in collaboration with the Institute of Jazz Studies.
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TRUMPETS: A HISTORY INSPIRED BY THE JOE R. AND JOELLA F. UTLEY COLLECTION AND OTHER HIGH BRASS

Written by Sabine K. Klaus, winner of the Christopher Monk Award (2017), the five-volume Trumpets and Other High Brass is based principally on the Utley Collection of the National Music Museum, while also referring to instruments in other collections.

Vol. 2: Ways to Expand the Harmonic Series (2013)


Examines instruments and documents that trace the invention and development of valves, from the late eighteenth century to the early twentieth century; the history of important valve types (with the exclusion of the modern piston valve) and their use in various instrument types. The disputes that led to the first joint patent for valves on brass instruments in 1818, between the two earliest protagonists, Heinrich Stölzel and Friedrich Blühmel, are investigated directly from key documents (transcribed in German and translated into English by Howard Weiner).

As with Volume One and Two, video files are also supplied on a DVD accompanying the book. The sound recording features demonstrations of select Utley-Collection instruments played by world-class trumpeters Vince DiMartino, Jeff Stockham, and the late Don Johnson. Illustrated with numerous graphs, drawings, and color photographs.

National Music Museum
University of South Dakota
414 E. Clark St., Vermillion, SD, 57069 Order at www.nmmusd.org or via Edition Walhall (www.edition-walhall.de/en, European distribution)

Available now: Vol. 3: $120 US
ISBN 978-0-9848269-5-7
Two-volume set: $190.00 US
Three-volume set: $286.00 US

Hardcover, 428 pages, 8½ x 11”, over 800 color photographs. Includes DVD.
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The Low Countries and Contexts of Brass Musicians from the Renaissance into the Nineteenth Century

Proceedings of the International Historic Brass Symposium presented by STIMU and The Historic Brass Society

Edited by Keith Polk
BRASS MUSIC at the CROSSROADS OF EUROPE:
The Low Countries and Contexts of Brass Musicians from the Renaissance to Modern Times

Proceedings of the International Historic Brass Symposium
Presented by
STIMU and The Historic Brass Society
Utrecht, August 26-27, 2000

Edited by Keith Polk
Introduction by Jeffrey Nussbaum

Brass Players in the Sixteenth Century
Ardis Grosjean, “Tielman Susato in Trouble in Sweden”
Keith Polk, “The Trombone in Germany in the High Renaissance and Early Baroque”

Aspects of Brass Music in the Seventeenth Century
Mary Rasmussen, “The Horn: Tradition and Innovation in Seventeenth-Century Dutch Art”
Rudolf Rasch, “Trumpeting in the Dutch Republic”
Trevor Herbert, “Matthew Locke and the Cornett and Sackbut Ensemble in England after the Restoration: the ‘Labeled Evidence’”
Beryl Kenyon de Pascual, “Brass Instruments and Instrumentalists in the Spanish Royal Chapel from the Late Seventeenth to Mid-Eighteenth Centuries”

Interlude—Perspectives From the Back of the Band: Players View their Craft
Jean Jacques Herbin, “Why and How to Make a New Sackbut”
Susan Williams, “The Trumpet as a Voice”

Instruments in the Early Modern Era
Stewart Carter, “Othon Vandenbroek on the Horn: One Author, Two Perspectives”
Ignace de Keyser, “Processions with Wind Bands in the Low Countries from the 14th to the 18th Century and Their Revival in the Late 19th Century”

Order From: Historic Brass Society, 148 West 23rd Street #5F, New York, NY 10011 USA.
Price: $20 plus postage ($4 US) ($7 Europe) Payable to: Historic Brass Society
Art Brownlow’s study is a new and thorough assessment of the slide trumpet. It is the first comprehensive examination of the orchestral, ensemble, and solo literature written for this instrument. Other topics include the precursors of the nineteenth-century instrument, its initial development and subsequent modifications, its technique, and the slide trumpet’s slow decline. Appendices include checklists of English trumpeters and slide trumpet makers.

**PRICE $54.00 ISBN 0-945193-81-5**

Historic Brass Society members enjoy a 15% discount on titles in this series, as well as a 10% discount on all other Pendragon Press titles.
The 1995 Amherst, MA, HBS Symposium was the largest and most significant gathering of brass scholars and musicians ever assembled. This volume contains essays on the latest research undertaken by the most important scholars in the brass field. It includes studies by Robert Barclay, Clifford Bevan, Stewart Carter, Peter Downey, Ross Duffin, Trevor Herbert, Herbert Heyde, Thomas Hiebert, Nola Reed Knouse, Craig Kridel, Vladimir Koshelev, Alexander McGarratt, Arnold Myers, Herbert Myers, Keith Polk, and Jeffrey Snedeker. Also included is an extensive summary of the NEH roundtable discussion panels.
**HANDEL’S TRUMPETER**

*The Diary of John Grano*

edited by John Ginger

**BUCINA SERIES No. 3**

Written while he was in debtor’s prison, the little-known diary of Grano reveals important and fascinating information of an eighteenth-century musician’s life. With introduction and scholarly annotation by the editor, this volume is a must for those interested in social history, British music, and brass music.

**PRICE $56.00 ISBN 0-945193-96-3**

Historic Brass Society members enjoy a 15% discount on titles in this series, as well as a 10% discount on all other Pendragon Press titles.
The waning years of the Russian Empire witnessed the development of a rich tradition of trumpet playing. Noted trumpet scholar and performer Edward Tarr’s latest book illuminates this tradition, which is little known in the West. Tarr’s extensive research in hitherto inaccessible Russian archives has uncovered many documents that are relevant to the careers of noted performers. These documents are reproduced here for the first time. Tarr also draws on valuable but little-known secondary sources in Russian. A concise chronological summary of Russian political and musical developments provides an effective backdrop for this inventory of trumpeters. The author ably demonstrates how profoundly Russian trumpet-playing and pedagogy were influenced by emigrées, particularly from Germany (Wilhelm Wurm, Willy Brandt, Oskar Böhme), and how Russian-born trumpeters such as Max Schlossberg and Vladimir Drucker subsequently influenced the American musical scene. In his “Lexicon of Trumpeters, both Russian and ‘Foreign,’ Active in Russia,” Tarr carries the story into the late twentieth century, to include modern legendary figures such as Timofey Dokshizer.

PRICE: $76.00   ISBN 1-57647-028-8
Ambitious, versatile, and extraordinarily talented, Tielman Susato carved out a distinguished place for himself in the Renaissance cultural scene. He began his professional life as a trombonist in the Antwerp civic band. This was one of the outstanding ensembles of the day, but he soon expanded his range of activity as a musical scribe, preparing manuscript collections for an avid market that developed in the rapidly growing Flemish urban centers. He subsequently moved on and established one of the foremost publishing houses in Europe, providing an impeccably selected musical repertory that found a ready market then and which engenders respect even today among musicians and students of Renaissance music. In addition, he was a composer of exceptional talent, supplying superb pieces in all the genres that would have been desired in the elite urban and courtly circles of the time.

In this volume a group of prominent scholars has contributed essays surveying a broad range of topics concerning Susato. These provide details of his biography (some only recently available), discuss aspects of his publications, investigate his compositional techniques, and lay out contexts for Susato’s highly varied and remarkable career.

PRICE $60.00 ISBN 1-57647-106-3

Historic Brass Society members enjoy a 15% discount on titles in this series, as well as a 10% discount on all other Pendragon Press titles.
Les journées de cuivres anciens” (Early Brass Days), the Historic Brass Society conference at the Cité de la Musique in Paris, attracted performers, scholars, educators, and students of early brass from various parts of Europe and the United States. Brass Scholarship in Review provides a record of the scholarly side of the conference, including reports on roundtable discussions as well as individual papers from leading authorities on early brass. Articles cover a wide range of interests, from the historical to the technical, from the Renaissance to the twentieth century. There are articles on such diverse topics as early hunting horn signals, trumpeters in Renaissance Parma, early recordings, trumpet acoustics, and the characteristics of metals used in early instrument manufacture. The volume is particularly rich in nineteenth-century topics, including ground-breaking work on Adolph Sax as leader of the banda of the Paris Opéra and recent discoveries relating to the Gautrot firm of instrument makers.


Historic Brass Society members enjoy a 15% discount on titles in this series, as well as a 10% discount on all other Pendragon Press titles.
VALVED BRASS
The History of an Invention

by Christian Ahrens
Translated by Steven Plank

BUCINA SERIES NO. 7

In the history of brass instruments, few developments can rival the early nineteenth-century invention of the valve for enduring significance. Nevertheless, the acceptance of valved brass instruments proved controversial, as newspapers and other documents repeatedly attest. Ahrens devotes considerable attention to this heated controversy as he traces the early use of valved brass instruments in the realm of art music, military music, and Volksmusik.

PRICE $42.00 ISBN: 978-1576471371

Historic Brass Society members enjoy a 15% discount on titles in this series, as well as a 10% discount on all other Pendragon Press titles.
The Trombone in the Renaissance:  
A History in Pictures and Documents  
by Stewart Carter

BUCINA SERIES No. 8

PRICE $82.00 ISBN: 978-1576472064

With more than 140 illustrations and nearly 400 original documents, many of them available for the first time in English translation, this book traces the development of the trombone’s physical form, musical use, and social function from its inception to 1600.

Historic Brass Society members enjoy a 15% discount on titles in this series, as well as a 10% discount on all other Pendragon Press titles.
Bucina Series No. 9

Instrumental Odyssey: A Tribute to Herbert Heyde

Edited by Laurence Libin

This Festschrift offers essays by seventeen prominent scholars of musical instruments in celebration of the 75th birthday of an esteemed colleague. A leading historian of Western instruments with a long, distinguished museum career, Herbert Heyde continues to inspire others with his breadth of interests, his imaginative approach to fundamental issues of musical instrument design, manufacture, and authentication, and his advancement of the highest ethical and critical standards.
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Studyng Organology since 1946

For the publication of original research into the history, construction, development and use of musical instruments.

The journal, published annually, contains articles, reviews, notes and queries on all aspects of musical instruments. Articles are welcomed from contributors worldwide. Contact Dr. Lance Whitehead, at

editor@galpinsociety.org

The Newsletter is issued three times a year, publicising future activities, reporting on recent ones, placing notices from members attending conferences etc., and containing requests for information.

Visits are organised to instrument collections, many not normally accessible in the UK, Europe, and beyond.

Membership is open to all

For further information contact:

Maggie Kilby
Administrator of the Galpin Society
37 Townsend Drive
St Albans
AL3 5RF, UK
Email: administrator@galpinsociety.org

Robb Stewart
Brass Instruments


Repair, restoration and conservation of antique brass instruments.

A large number of used and antique instruments on hand for sale.

Call or write for price lists, etc.
140 E. Santa Clara St., #18
Arcadia, CA 91006
(626)447-1904
oldbrass@att.net
CRISTIAN BOSC
STRUMENTI MUSICALI

Historical brass instruments, mouthpieces and more.

fraz. Moulin 6
11023 Chambave (AO)
ITALIA

www.bosc.it
+39-166-46121
bosc.cristian@gmail.com
19th-Century Music provides a lively platform for both innovative and traditional scholarship concerning music composed between ca. 1780 and 1920. The journal embraces a broad spectrum of issues including aesthetics, hermeneutics, theory and analysis, performance practice, gender and sexuality, reception history, and historiography.
The widely-respected *Journal of Musicology* enters its third decade as one of few comprehensive peer-reviewed journals in the discipline, offering articles in every period, field and methodology of musicological scholarship. Its contributors range from senior scholars to new voices in the field.
Proceedings of the Colloquium

The Influence of Paris on Brass Instruments between 1840 and 1930

Presented by the Musée de la Musique and the Historic Brass Society
at the Cité de la Musique
Paris
June 29, 30, and July 1, 2007

Now Available Online at:


Topics from Hector Berlioz to Adolphe Sax and from fanfares to the birth of jazz. Papers focus on Paris as a center of activity and influence for the development of brass instruments, their repertoires, and performances idioms in the period 1840–1930.

Articles by Raymond Burkhart, Renato Meucci, James Briscoe, Marie-Anne Loeper-Attia, Virginia Costa, Claude Maury, Gabriele Cassone, Guy Estimbre and Jean-François Madeuf, Raymond Lapie, Jeffrey Snedeker, Bruno Kampmann, and Géry Dumoulin.
American Musical Instrument Society

The American Musical Instrument Society was founded in 1971 to promote the study of the history, design, and use of musical instruments in all cultures and from all periods. Membership includes collectors, dealers, performers, instrument makers, conservators, curators, and scholars.

The American Musical Instrument Society
Ken Moore, Treasurer
Department of Musical Instruments
The Metropolitan Museum of Art
1000 5th Avenue
New York, New York 10028

Website: www.amis.org
Reproductions of Historical

Trumpets
Sackbuts
Horns
Mouthpieces

Keyed Trumpet after Eduard Johann Bauer, active in Prag 1836 - 1871
The CMS Press

CMS Sourcebooks in American Music

Dedicated to landmark compositions and creative performances, the CMS Sourcebooks in American Music series demonstrates the remarkable scope of musical expression in the United States. Prepared by recognized scholars and directed to students, teachers, and interested readers in other disciplines, these sourcebooks serve as summaries of past scholarship, identify materials for further study, and offer fresh historical and critical assessments.

Volume 3:
The Original Hot Five Recordings of Louis Armstrong
Gene H. Anderson
Paperbound 7 x 10, 258 pp. + CD $32.00

Volume 5:
The Birth of the Cool of Miles Davis and His Associates
Frank Tirro
Paperbound 7 x 10, 196 pp. + CD $45.00


www.music.org/sourcebooks
MM Historic Brass

Nikolai Mänttäri Morales
Historic brass instruments and mouthpieces

Web: www.mmhistoricbrass.com
E-mail: mmhistoricbrass@gmail.com
Phone: +1 218-251-2025